AEssenseGrows Wins Red Herring 2019 Top
100 North America Award
The AgTech Company’s AEtrium System
Uses Automation and Precision to Deliver
Superior Aeroponic Quality and Yields
SUNNYVALE, CA, UNITED STATES, May
20, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -SUNNYVALE, Calif., May 20, 2019 -AEssenseGrows, an AgTech company
specializing in automated precision
aeroponic platforms for consistent
high-yield plant production, has won
Red Herring’s Top 100 North America
award, one of the technology industry’s
most prestigious prizes. Winners were
selected and announced during a Red
Herring ceremony last week in
Pasadena, Calif.

AEssenseGrows CEO Robert Chen Accepts the Red
Herring 2019 Top 100 North America Award

"Of course, human hunger strikes the
most vulnerable countries and the
poorest, and technology would not
meet its paramount objective if it was not addressing this issue as well,” said Red Herring
Chairman Alex Vieux. Vieux said CEO Robert Chen and AEssenseGrows “have demonstrated that
tomorrow, one could put an end to this drama which every year kills millions. Increasing the food
supply and multiplying agricultural output, offsetting
weather uncertainties--all this combined in one concept
deserves utmost attention.
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judges see the same value in our products that we see—a
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sciences that can help feed the world,” said Chen. “We’re
extremely proud to stand alongside so many other innovators and game-changers in accepting
this award.”
The AEssenseGrows AEtrium system delivers sensor-driven automation to simplify aeroponics
and amplify its inherent benefits. The company's Guardian Grow Manager central management
software monitors grow conditions 24/7 and, if needed, automatically adjusts key variables such
as lighting and nutrients to maintain optimal conditions.
The Top 100 companies were chosen from thousands of entrants, Red Herring said, and the
companies were judged by industry experts, insiders and journalists on a wide variety of criteria

including financial performance,
innovation, business strategy, and
market penetration. The complete list
of winners can be found on the Red
Herring website.
In addition to produce, the
AEssenseGrows aeroponics system is
increasingly being used to grow
cannabis and hemp. Last year, Ackrell
Capital selected AEssenseGrows as one
of the firm's Top 100 Private Cannabis
Companies for 2018.
About AEssenseGrows
AEssenseGrows (pronounced "essence
grows"), founded in 2014, is a precision
AgTech company based in Sunnyvale,
CA. AEssenseGrows provides
accelerated plant growth SmartFarm
platforms and software automation
delivering pure, zero pesticide, yearround, enriched growth to fresh
produce and medicinal plant producers
globally. With AEssenseGrows, you can
precisely control your production
operations at your fingertips from
anywhere in the world.
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AEssenseGrows specializes in automated precision
aeroponic platforms
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